
OVERVIEW

The pace of transformational change in the public sector has never been faster.  Following a period of austerity and a 
series of spending reviews the public sector is under increased pressure to change and to deliver more e�ective, digitally 
enabled services while reducing their own cost and footprint.

Keeping up this punishing pace requires a portfolio of related programmes and projects that will deliver change swiftly, 
consistently and reliably. Agility is a key consideration together with an extended more commercial skillset as we estab-
lish a wider range of new and often smaller agreements. 

Consequently, the size and scope of the change programmes within central government requires professional 
programme leaders who can understand and articulate the big picture vision and motivate high performing teams while 
absorbing the changing world and making sense of it.

The Programme Delivery Leadership Academy is a year long development opportunity which helps to build programme 
leadership skills and competence.  The programme focuses upon personal resilience, self-awareness and emotional 
intelligence to build high performing programme leaders.
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Target Audience

� Programme Directors and Leaders;

� Programme Managers;

� Senior Project Managers;

� Portfolio Managers & Programme O�ce sta�.

Key Features

The PDLA is uniquely constructed using the
following components:

� A series of linked “Theme Days” which provide highly  
 focused learning and explore the challenges of   
 delivering programmes successfully within the public  
 sector;

� Action Learning where each PDLA member commits  
 to completing a personal development plan which  
 will embed the learning;

� A personal coach/mentor who will support the   
 development on a one-to-one basis;

� A series of assessments to identify professional and  
 emotional strengths;

� Supplementary Masterclasses and other group events  
 to support additional related development needs;

� A graduation recognised by the Association for   
 Project Management.

Bene�ts

Individuals and Departments participating in the 
PDLA will bene�t from the following:

� A highly relevant Public Sector programe tailored  
 precisely to the development needs of your
 Department;

� A series of short, linked, highly practical workshops  
 allowing the minimum distraction for your valuable  
 leaders;

� A team of specialist consultants whose sole aim is to  
 support your professional PPM development;

� Support in the preparation & delivery of individual  
 action plans designed to deliver a step change in PPM  
 leadership within your Department.

� A key di�erentiator with formal recognition where  
 desirable and appropriate in addition to enhanced  
 capability.

� A peer network of like-minded professionals; 

� A self-supporting community of PPM good practice  
 embedded within the Department and with links to  
 other Government Departments.



CONTENT

The Programme Delivery Leadership Academy comprises of four linked workshops delivered over a period of 12 months.  
Each 24 hour “Theme Day” spans two days providing an opportunity to network with peers from a number of di�erent 
Departments. 

Each Theme Day also provides the opportunity to discuss the leadership challenges in a programme context and consider 
both the attitudes and techniques required to address them.  Participants will have the opportunity to consider how these 
challenges will impact their programme, their Department and their profession and build personal strategies for dealing 
with them.

The Four Theme Days are as follows:
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Theme Day 1 – Leadership of Self Understanding your own individual strengths, your resilience and the tools and 
techniques available to help you manage the challenges you will personally face.

Theme Day 2 –Leading High Performing Teams Understanding team dynamics, the phases in their growth and the 
emotional intelligence needed to construct high performing teams.

Theme Day 3 – Commercial Leadership Dealing with commercial pressures and con�ict, building strong supplier and 
stakeholder relationships and deliver successful programme and project performance.

Theme Day 4 – Professional & Technical Leadership Understanding the current challenges facing the wider
profession including its future shape and direction.  Each cohort will individually determine the content of this event 
together with creating their own plans for the future.

The programme is delivered to cohorts of twelve participants selected from several government departments who will 
remain together for it’s duration..  Each participant will be allocated a personal coach who will support their development 
over the course of the programme.

The PDLA enables members to share their own experiences openly and with con�dence and can lead to both
individual and organizational accreditation.

ONE YEAR PROGRAMME
Over a period of twelve months, the PDLA

provides an opportunity to connect into a network
of professionals from across the public sector.

STRUCTURED FRAMEWORK
The framework is structured to develop
leadership skills for yourself, your teams,

your supply chain and beyond.

PUBLIC SECTOR PROGRAMME
The PDLA has been designed by HMRC and
is available centrally through Civil Service

Learning.

THE REQUIREMENTS
In order to join the PDLA programme,

candidates should have completed a competence
assessment and be engaged in a PPM Leadership role.

PERSONAL COACHING
Each participant will be allocated a personal
coach who will support their development

over the year long programme.

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION
The PDLA is aligned to the Association for Project

Management and can lead to professional recognition
as a Member of the Association and/or a Registered

Project Professional (RPP).
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